" ' A n Integrated Practice of Medicine' aims to correlate the clinical aspects o f the practice bf medicine for medical student, interne, younger practitioners of medicine, physicians who have been diverted from civilian to military practice, and for those who have spent their lives caring for home communities. Younger men may be prepared for the task that lie ahead and the neophyte should be aided in the establishment of his office. Older practitioners, inundated by routine duties and the welter of special journals and monographs, may obtain a single source for synthesis of the present material of everyday practice."
Dr. IIyman is an internist of long practice and teaching experience. I-Ie is a clear and graphic writer. He was assisted in the preparation of this encyclopedic work by a group of distinguished specialists in the various fields covered. Dr. Lawrence S. Kubie was Dr. Hyman's associate in preparing the discussion on psychiatry and Dr. Leo Davidoff, on neurology. Dr. Hyman also expresses his indebtedness to Dr. Sol W. Ginsburg for criticism and advice in the preparation of the section on neurology and psychiatry. That section consists of 240 pages and covers the subject thoroughly.
The co-authors are warrant enough of its excellence. The discussion of psychotherapy is adequate, with due space accorded to the various psycho-therapeutic methods, from ordinary mental hygiene to psychoanalysis~ Mental dynamics are explained and the mental disorders, from the psy:~ choneuroses through the psychoses, given with their symptomatology.
Throughout the book there is emphasis on the modern point of view of psychosomatic medicine. For instance, in the discussion of impotence, which is taken up in the section on the reproductive system, the primary emphasis is on psychogenic impotence. Psychogenic allergies and gastrointestinal disorders also come in for due consideration.
This book is a triumph of indexing and of the use of cross-references. The extensive tables of differential diagnoses will make it of the utmost value to the practising physician. It should also be a valuable addition to institutional libraries, particularly, this reviewer thinks, those of mental hospitals where the staff physicians primarily interested in, and trained for, the treatment of mental disorders are called upon to be general practitioners as well for the patients in their charge, Human Genetics. By REGINALD RUGGLES GATES. 1,518 pages, including index. Two volumes. Cloth. The Macmillan Company. New York. 1946 . Price $15.00.
Dr. Gates has compil~e(~ a comprehensive review of what is currently known of human genetics. It is intended for the medical profession, the student and even the general reader. The educated general reader should have no difficulty in following it if he will first take the trouble to study thoroughly the introductory chapters on the general principles of heredity in man, human cytology and linkage. Dr. Gates has devoted 87 pages to these topics, including bibliographies.
The two volumes cover the whole range of human inheritance of normal characteristics and abnormal characteristics. The psychiatrist and psychologist will be particularly interested in the discussions of the inheritance of mental defects and the problem of inheritance of mental disease.
Dr. Gates covers the subject thoroughly. He does not hesitate to give, citing chapter and book, both sides where the existence of inheritance factors or the nature of inheritance mechanisms is in dispute. The chapter on hereditary variations, defects and diseases of the nervous system covers 77 pages, including 15 of references and bibliography.
The entire work is thoroughly documented. The index is excellent and it will doubtless become a standard reference text. Anti-Semitism: A Social Disease. Edited by Ernst Simmel, M.D. 140 pages. Cloth. International Universities Press. New York. 1946. Price $2.50. Four psychoanalysts, two psychologists and two sociologists contributed to the symposium which is this book. It traces the irrationality of anti-Semitism and of Fascism to the psychopathology in the unconscious which underlies thee phenomena.
The book is informative and convincing and should be of interest and of use as background material to all of good will who are willing to aid in the first against these twin irrationalities.
The Sling and the Arrow, By STUART ENGSTRAl~m. 354 pages. Cloth. Creative Age Press. New York. 1947. Price $3.00.
There are books reminding one of Samuel Johnson's dictum "That fellow seems to me to possess but one idea, and that is a wrong one." Engstrand's book is a case in question.
The basic idea of the novel is a fight against repressed homosexuality in the main character, a dress designer. In the first parts of the book, he is described as a person whose inner defenses which he built up against becoming conscious of being a homosexual, are about to break. Homosexuality is erroneously assumed to mean feminine identification. Since that assumption is clinically incorrect--the perversion goes back to pre-Oedipal times in which the child does not yet distinguish between male and female; the so-pronounced feminine traits of a specific type of homosexual are but unconscious camouflage--all the conclusions derived from that premise, are fallacious, too. Somebody should acquaint Engstrand with newer psychoanalytic conceptions of homosexuality.* The hero of the novel, Herbert Dawes, derives homosexual pleasure via unconscious, later conscious, identification with women. Hence he "loves" at the high point of his conflict, wife and girl-friend because both have sexual relations with the sailor, Mike. Dawes, an exquisite voyeur, also has murderous impulses which he finally executes.
Repressed feminine identification does clinically exist; it leads, however, not to perversion homosexuality but to the Milquetoast-type of man.
To increase the gallery of psychologic errors, Dawes' wife threatens her husband (who, on a neurotic basis, does not want children) that she will get impregnated by another man. That starts the story rolling, rolling in a masquerade of dresses, under-water murder attempt, etc.
*Freud: Leonardo. Bergler: Eight prerequisites for psychoanalytic treatment of homosexuality. Psyehoan. Rev., 1:44. Weiss: Homosexuality--with special reference to military prisoners. PSYCHIAT. QUAR~., 1946. 
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The fact that neurotics and psychotics harbor deep self-damaging, psychic masochistic tendencies, is seemingly not known to the author. Every action in Dawes' case is centered around his fight with homosexuality.
In the later parts of the book, the accent shifts, and the hero is inadequately described as schizophrenic.
In the author's opinion, schizophrenia means just this: "His personality is split--male and female" (p. 348). That slightly ridiculous oversimplification is typical for Engstrand's psychiatric misconceptions.
The Sling and the Arrow can be used for the overdue protest of psychiatrists and psychoanalysts against the misuse: of our science in literature. Literature is not dramatized case history. Even if the latter is properly understood--and this is not the case in the book reviewed here--it does not constitute a literary product. True, every literary work must correspond to the inner truth, hence must be psychologically correct in its deeper implications.
Engstrand introduces a sympathetic psychiatrist, Dr. Kahn. Unfortunately, Kahn knows no more about psychiatry than does the author, and that is not enough.
The novel gives in some parts the impression of an examination-paper written by an eager student who wants to prove to his teacher that he understood what the teacher was talking about. That impression is strengthened when one reads the following remarks of the publisher about the author: "Mr. Engstrand found his theme for The Sling and the Arrow last year when he was re-reading Stekel's writings on abnormal psychology."
The satirist, K. I(raus, referred once to the confession of the poet, Jean Paul, to the effect that he was in his youth so poor that the only way of buying books was to write some and to use the money earned that way for buying books. Kraus remarked that some writers do it the other way around. To make matters worse: Engstrand got the wrong and outdated book. This is an ably-edited and well-presented reference work which psychologists and psychiatrists generally will find authoritative and exhaustive. It covers not only general psychology but dynamic psychology, psychopathology and the mental disorders. The 80 collaborators of Philip Lawrence Harriman are well-known authorities in their fields.
Encyclopedia of
Psychoanalysis is treated fairly throughout and Therese Benedek wrote the article on the psychosexual function in women. But although there is an article on Adler's individual psychology, one on Moreno's psychodrama, one on hypnoanalysis and a biographical article on Jung, there is no article under its own title discussing psychoanalysis and no biography of Freud. Since incidental mention of psychoanalysis is generally fair and well-informed--although the article on experimental psychoanalysis might better have been written by a practising Freudian--these omissions seem inexplicable unless there was some unavoidable accident during the course of editing.
It should be added that there is a similar extraordinary omission of a reference to general semantics.
The index to this volume is inadequate and could be greatly improved. It seems possible that these are matters which will be corrected in later editions. Even as it is, the book belongs in every psychological or psychiatric library. Here is a realistic and well-written account of what is happening and has happened to our sex morals during the past three decades.
Sex in
John McPartland seems to have covered this subject thoroughly. Chapter headings range from "Before the First World War" to "Boundaries of Decency" and "Women's Clothes," concluding with "Whither Sex?" The chapter entitled "Three Clergymen, Two Doctors and a Newspaperman" consists of interviews with these six professional people and relates their opinions of present-day morals.
The final chapter of this book contains the following prediction : ' ' A portion of our children will succeed to a life much more wisely understood and much more intelligently handled than ours has ever been. Sex will become a normal thing, an understood and appreciated part of our physical and emotional complex. Morals will be on a level similar to rules of diet--if something is good for the health of the individual it can't be bad morally, if it is bad for the health of the individual or his society it cannot be good morally. We have confused our lives for too many generations by misunderstanding our sexual moral code. Our children will profit by our careless freedom, use our new understandings of the working of body and mind, and will achieve a sexual code that will be free without being careless. ' ' Back to Life. The Emotional Adjustment of Our Veterans. By HERBERT I. KUPPER~ 1~. D. 220 pages. Cloth. L.B. ischer. New York. ]946. Price $2.50.
It would have been preferable if this book were known by the subtitle rather than the actual title which bears the implication that war is not part of life or reality. Be that as it may, the volume does provide a good r6sum6 of the various factors which bear on the readjustment problems of the veteran.
The foreword contributed by Dr. Felix of the United States Public Health Service aptly draws the comparison of the position of the returning veteran in his re-united family to that of any person, school-boy or camper, who has been separated from his family and re-united with them. It wisely stresses that the great majority of veterans will make a satisfactory adjustment though it goes rather far in making it "an entirely satisfactory adjustment." The book cautions that the need is for a mutual readjustment in that the civilians left behind are no longer the same people they were and that war has changed them also. It ends with a plea for increased facilities in the field of mental hygiene.
The book itself is introdueed by a chapter in which the veteran poses the question '"Every man is supposed to have his place in this world. But where is mine?" This question is not new and can be applied to many young people who have never seen service, but it does become particularly meaningful to the younger veteran who had no established place in the world and is eonfronted with the need of making one in the very world whieh he served to save.
The psychological factors which oceur in American civilians who are inducted into the armed forees during war are aptly described in language which should be intelligible to the educated lay person.
The interpersonal and general soeial problems eonfronting the returned service man are deseribed in two ehapters, "Home Again" and "Native Land." The socio-eeonomic parallels between 1918 and 1945-46 are mentioned. The disillusionment whieh follows the return to home and to peace when so few of the anticipations built up during service are translated into realities is presented adequately. Important here is the faet that the relatively maladjusted individual is the one who reacts first and most strongly to both these anticipations and the subsequent disillusionment. The shopworn saying that "history repeats itself" is thus alluded to, and one might go further to say that our society has shown a remarkable proclivity to repeat its mistakes even though they are recorded for all to read and profit by.
The final chapters, from which the book takes its name, contain the an-thor's recommendations as to how problems may be met by the servicemen, their families and the community. Proper de-emphasis is placed on the frequency and severity of the neuroses stemming from war itself. The need for expanded psychiatric, counseling, vocational guidance and educational facilities is noted. This emphasis on the constructive as against the destructive is commendable. The volume suffers from being loosely written and from attempting to cover too much territory in too short a time. But it does condense the material into a form which should make it valuable, especially to the families of the returning veteran.
Ritual: Psychoanalytic Studies.
By This is a translation of a standard work (which appeared in German some years ago) by Theodor Reik, one of Freud's most brilliant pupils and one of today's leading analysts. It covers the couvade, the puberty rites of savages, The Kol Nidre and the Shofar.
The couvade, Reik finds, is the victory of the tender impulses for a wife and child on the part of the man, as well as his reconciliation with his own father. In "The Puberty Rites of Savages," he traces the Oedipal theme which other analytic investigators have also done in English. In the discussion of the Kol Nidre, Reik cites Abraham's linking of the liturgy to that of the Day of Atonement and notes that "the slain father-god is acknowledged by his sons anew and on his side takes over again his obligations towards his children." He interprets the Shofar blown at Rosh ha-Shanah as the voice of God.
This book is basic for anybody interested in the interpretation of human institutions by analytic methods.
On Being Fit to Live With. By HAI~I~y EMERSO~ FOSDICK. 219 pages.
Cloth. Harper & Bros. New York. 1946. Price $2.00.
For years Dr. Fosdick has been recognized as a pulpit spokesman for all that is vital and progressive in American religion. He has written numerous books on religious subjects and has tried to make religion more understandable to the average person.
His recent book, On Being Fit to Live With, contains 25 of his sermons delivered during World War II. In general all of these have a basic theme, the need for a better understanding among peoples os th~ world and the need for a better understanding of ourselves so that all of us are easier to live with. As is his usual method of writing, Dr. Fosdick gives numerous examples, quotes many well-known persons and cites scripture relating to his subjects. Many of Dr. Fosdick's own epigrams are so well expressed that many readers will want to copy them in their "quotations scrapbook."
What to Do Till the Psychiatrist Comes. By Norman Anthony has written an invaluable little work on the business of amateur psychiatry. His thesis is: "What this country needs is a good five-cent psychiatrist!" And he proceeds to tell the amateur just how to be one.
The volume includes a valuable psychiatric emergency chart and a magnificent chapter on "How to Interpret Dreams or Who's Afreud?"
Mr. Anthony is all for the simplification of dream symbols. "There's no logic to it," he says, and on the use of sticks and umbrellas for male symbols : "Think how often people mislay their umbrellas !"
There's a fine psychiatric dictionary presented in an "unbridled" edition. To cite a few definitions at random: Albinism is a malady suffered by people living in Albany. A cyclist is a psychoanalyst on a bicycle. Freud--cooked, as Freud eggs. A phantasy is a mania for sticking finger in electric fan. A refrigerator is something you don't put bananas in.
This book is heartily recommended to all psychotherapists who take themselves seriously. And who doesn't sometimes? This is the first published novel by this young author, who saw 50 months of overseas service with the navy on PT boats and destroyers.
The scene is a tourist camp in Florida, the time covered only 24 hours, and the story is exciting. The chief characters are Pop McCarthy, who owns the tourist camp; Leroy Johnson, "the Kid," who had suffered a mental breakdown as a result of trying experiences while serving with the navy in combat zones; and Sally, who had also been in military service, but Who, following her discharge, had married a soldier who had left her stranded at Pop's camp. This dramatic novel carries Ellen Croy, a columnist, through the most distressing time of her life, a period when hard, long work, a devoted husband and a precocious adopted.daughter failed to bring her complete mental satisfaction. As a result during periods of stress, Ellen escaped into spells of amnesia through excessive and uncontrollable alcoholism. During these episodes she felt depressed, imagined she saw green devils, had ideas of persecution and thought that somone wished to assault her sexually. An attempt at psychoanalysis failed, possibly because of resistance.
The turning-point for her occurred one evening when Ellen learned that her admired boss had been a confirmed alcoholic but through the help afforded by Alcoholics Anonymous, he was now "cured," even though he kept a bottle of gin in his desk, occasionally filled up a little glass of gin and then poured it down the sink. He persuaded .:Ellen to attend a meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous. There she found friends. There she was told that alcoholism is an allergy; that an alcoholic cannot drink socially or any other way; that the histories of alcoholics have a thousand different plots but that all have the same ending: despair.
She also heard the speaker say, "When the drinking stopped . . . I still had to discover the nature of my own personality. I had still to put myself together again. But each day of the long struggle is made endurable by the comradeship and understanding given me here. A.A. offers us smiles for our petty irritations, the peace of sobriety for our shattered nerves, knowledge for the reconstruction of our characters. For strength to live each 24 hours of the day, we have only to call on whatever God we worship as our supreme being. The comradeship to overcome your loneliness is here all about you in living, organic form. You have merely to reach out and take it. Only one payment will you ever be asked in return: that you try as best you can to be honest with yourself." This experience of course, did not banish temptation. Ellen still had severe struggles. But as time went on, she too took her part in the crusade, responded to calls for help, maintained sobriety and achieved reunited family ties.
The author of Breakdown is an experienced writer and seems to have wanted through this novel, to spread additional propaganda for Alcoholics Anonymous for he states on the back page of the book jacket, "What is considerably more to the point than a recital of my vital statistics, special interests and hobbies, is the conviction born of bitter experience, that the subject Breakdown needs every bit of illumination it can receive." There are only a very few persons who have had to do with alcoholics who will not support this statement. Alcoholics Anonymous have made tremendous progress in the treatment of one of the most difficult psychiatric and sociological problems. No one can deny this organization's sincerity. It offers its members a form of group psychotherapy which seems to touch the narcissistic, egocentric and omnipotent core of the alcoholic, who has refused help from God or man, believing he is the master of his own destiny and fighting to preserve that position. However, those alcoholics who are sincere in their desire to attain sobriety and who have done so always show changes of personality, leaning toward the depressive, pensive and religious side. They develop a repentant character, feel inferior and show a desire to help others.
Breakdown has a plot which recalls those of two other recent novels on alcoholism, Perchance to Dream by Shipman and Worcester, and Devil by the Tail by Langston Moffet. All three relate the story of an alcoholic who sought but failed to benefit from psychiatric treatment. All three fail to present the psychiatrist truly. In one, the psychiatrist is a foreigner with big, thick glasses; in the second he is a psychiatrist who hardly gets a chance to try treatment; and in the third, he represents a father-surrogate toward whom the patient can't possibly make a transference. It is reasonable to assume that a person who has been an alcoholic can better understand and advise the alcoholic than some psychiatrists. Also it is possible that the non-alcoholic psychiatrist tends to accentuate the badness of alcoholism rather than the goodness of being sober. Your reviewer once had a confirmed alcoholic patient who caused his family no end of misery. Reminding him of these situations seemed to annoy him; and one day he said, "Doc, why do you keep reminding me of my family and the trouble that my alcoholism causes? Instead of telling me how bad it is to be drunk why don't you tell me how wonderful it is to be sober? However, it is unfortunate that novelists tend to misrepresent the average qualified psychiatrist or psychoanalyst, who is always willing to admit his failures, who is willing to admit that Alcoholics Anonymous has been very successful in its methods and who is always willing to co-operate in using any method of therapy which will help the alcoholic.
In spite of these criticisms, your reviewer considers this a well-written and very interesting novel. It adequately and correctly describes the methods used by Alcoholics Anonymous and can be recommended to alcoholics and to others interested in the subject of alcoholism.
Take it Easy--The Art of Conquering Your Nerves.
By ARTHUR Gv:r MATnEWS. 239 pages. Cloth. Sheridan House, Inc. New York. 1945. Price $2.98.
The present era has been called the "atomic age" but it might also be called the "age of nerves" for numerous novels, movies, and books on psychiatric subjects are making the public conscious of its "nerves." Take It Easy is this type of book for it has an appeal for the emotionally-ill person, who is seeking solutions to his problems. It describes emotional problems in a somewhat different manner than most books of this nature. The author uses easy-to-understand language with many schematic drawings and gives many rules for re-education in mental habits to achieve emotional balance and a happy, successful life. Perhaps not all of the author's definitions and descriptions are technically correct, but they are graphic and serve their purp6ses.
Modern Clinical Psychology. By T. W. RICHARDS, Ph.D. 331 pages.
Cloth. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. New York and London. 1946 . Price $3.50.
The author states that this book was written expressly "for those who seek to supplement their intuitive knowledge of personality." With this as his goal, Dr. Richards has produced not only an excellent textbook of abnormal psychology but a clinical handbook that will be an asset to every practising psychiatrist, psychologist, and social worker. The author has managed to cover an enormous amount of material in a most concise fashion.
After an excellent introduction and orientation, Dr. Richards discusses methods of psychological appraisal, approach to the patient and physical examination, concisely but thoroughly. He next takes up, individually, the specific appraisals of capacity, motivation and control. Under these, he discusses methods of study and inadequacies of each of these factors. He also gives psychological definitions and descriptions of the mental illnesses based on the nomenclature of the American Psychiatric Association. His discussion of precipitation, pre-disposition, and re-adjustment is complete and up to date.
The chapters contain numerous case examples with excerpts from actual interviews. There is also an excellent reference bibliography plus a list of visual aids which can be used to supplement the material in the book. Film numbers and sources are given so that these can be obtained easily. There is a short but adequate index. The reviewer felt that the book was written in an interesting manner and that it is most complete in its coverage of the subject. It is felt that Modvrn Clinical Psychology is a valuable addition to the library of any psychiatrist or allied psychiatric or psycho-logicM worker or student.
What Is Psychology. By WERIN-ER WOLFF, Ph.D. 382 pages. Cloth.
Grune &Stratton. New York. 1947. Price $4.00.
~Verner Wolff, professor of psychology at Bard College, wrote an introductory book on psychology, dedicated to "my students, past and future."
Wolff answers the question as to what to expect from psychology, first with : "Nothing but questioning" (Preface XI), only to become, as pages pile up, more ambitious: "The psychologist . . . gives a working model for the interpretation of reality" (p. 359). These two answers contain in a nutshell the contradictions of the book: it lacks humility to conform with the first precept, is rather arrogant and inadequate in the second scope.
The author's approach has two slight advantages; it provokes, however, many justified objections. The pro's are: He acknowledges, though with reservations, the dynamic parts of the personality, and gives many hints as to where to look up the literature. The objections pertain to the pseudomodern combination in many psychologists: They remind one of a filing cabinet (Wolff gives 500 references, a round figure), inhabited by an eclectic with the "Z-know-better" attitude. The results are misconceptions, pronounced with an air of omniscience.
Some parts of the book are elementary--written for pupils who never heard of psychology, with the exception of the name. In these sections, simplifications--both medical and psychological--are rampant. To prove that he is up-to-date, Wolff introduces in later parts of the book also psychiatric-psychoanalytic concepts. Here the author presents a mixture of misunderstandings, personal predilections; in some instances even crude distortions.
Wolff's knowledge of, or perhaps only understanding of, psychiatric-psychoanalytic literature and concepts, is rudimentary. He believes, for in-stance, that psychoanalysis still explains everything--as in the good old days of 1900--on a purely "sexual" basis. He is either not familiar with (or does not use his book-knowledge) problems of diversified inner defense, inner guilt, psychic masochism, the "fifty-fifty" partnership of libidinous and aggressive tendencies in the unconscious. A psychiatrist would not recognize his own science, as presented by Wolff.
Wolff is full of admiration for Jungwat least he does not object to his concepts at all, whereas his attitude toward Freud is that of condescending and sparsely given approval of generalities, with a constant malicious criticism-which is, of course, his constitutional right. That right does not include, however, the misrepresentation of basic facts before ignorant pupils for whom the book is obviously intended.
To exemplify: Wolff objects to psychoanalysis on the basis that the technique lacks experimental proofs. He does not mention, however, that in the transference the patient repeats, without being conscious of it, his by-gone conflicts. A reader not familiar with the decisive phenomena of transference and resistance, would not understand what that is all about, if he gets the vague information about cathartic connotations of transference and hears that the analyst is a revealer of "tricks" (p. 259), though the latter statement per se may be correct.
Or: Wolff claims that "the stereotypy of an Oedipus and a castration complex did not find corroborative evidence" (p. 261). On the other hand, Wolff misrepresents the contents of the Oedipus complex: "Freud believed that a boy has a stronger attachment to his mother and a girl to her father. He called this attitude the 'Oedipus complex.' " (p. 253-4.) The question arises: What kind of attachment? What about the aggressive-hostile element involved? What about the "negative" Oedipus? O.r: Wolff speaks of a "]exicon of dream symbols which were basically varieties of two symbols, penis and vagina" (p. 261). In the next sentence, he admits that Freud pointed out that "the dream was considered dependent on individual symbols." He does not mention that Freud always rejected the silly idea of a "lexicon of symbols." Wolff has some need to ridicule analysis, though his ideas about analysis are outdated in the first place, and are misunderstandings in the second.
Or: Wolff's ideas on suicide are naive: "The destructive trend, if again blocked in its outward direction, either by environment or by inner inhibition), may turn inward and produce self-aggression up to suicidal tendencies" (p. 2~=1.) According to that theory, a neurotic headache and suicide are identical. What about the whole "introjeetion_theory"?
Sometimes Wolff's naYvet~ produces statements like these: "The case of a young woman is reported who, when her lover had broken their engage-ment, spent several days weeping and vomiting any food she attempted to eat. This no doubt expressed disdain of the young man's actions, but it is obvious that these rebukes were involuntary" (pp. 129-30). Besides disdain, the young woman produced also a hysterical symptom. That is not explained.
In other instances, Wolff forgets his own meager acceptance of psychologic.unconscious factors and does not even use the alibi-technique of mentioning those. In a longer chapter on learning, the mechanism of unconscious identification is not stressed. Imitation is not unconscious identification. Psychologic difficulties in learning are not understandable without that mechanism, which is more than imitation.
The decisive part played in the psychic economy by unconscious psychic masochism is not stressed at all. The term masochism is not even mentioned in the index, though Wolff uses it: once in a misconception (as sexualization of anxiety exclusively), the other time naively and without the slightest understanding, making himself the butt of a joke. The latter instance is worth mentioning:
"Experiences in early childhood may have a direct or an indirect in~uence upon imagination, the indirect one becoming manifest only incidentally. I give an example of my own experience, A friend of mine, looking at my paintings, was puzzled about the motif of one painting, called 'The Spiral.' I explained that this was an abstract painting with no other than a compositional meaning and that the spiral motif had always had a great attraction for me. Talking about early remembrances, I suddenly recalled a stereotype dream from my early childhood, namely, of being swallowed by an enormous animal which had the form of a spiral. I had to turn around and around inside the animal and woke up in great fright. I suddenly realized that the spiral motif in my picture was related to this early imagining." (p. 157)
The idea that the good, old masochism which prompted the dreamer to have the dream of being devoured, still worked unconsciously, did not occur to the author, otherwise he would have omitted the compromising example. Which all goes to show that knowledge o~ psychic masochism is a good thing.
This reviewer started to count Wolff's misunderstandings of psychoanalytic-psychiatry, reached the figure 30, and gave it up. The most disagreeable part of reading the book (382 pages) is Wo]ff's predilection for snapjudgments: "While a Freudian would see in the dream... (p. 275) ; or: "While Freud would say . . . (p. 274). To reassure the author: A Freud-Jan would not say what Wolff misunderstands. Wolff's book counteracts its own aim : dissemination of useful knowledge. For the psychiatric reader the book is without interest. Unfortunately, the naive and also the uninformed reader, will get an erroneous impression of the whole subject matter. This novel, which is autobiographieal, gives a stirring account of the author's four-and-a-half-year struggle with the complexities of mental illness.
Between Us and the
The story is told by Anne Fowler who realizes, with mounting horror, that the at first infrequent but later regular periods of fatigue and memory lapse are not normal. When the idea of possible mental illness can no longer be denied, either to herself or to others, Anne enters a private sanatorium for a period of two years, then transfers to another private hospital where her recovery is finally brought about by insulin therapy.
Like all good, first-person stories, this one is realistic. Because it gives a revealing account of what actually goes on in a patient's mind, it should be of considerable value to therapists. This book consists of a series of short novels given as examples of case histories which illustrate abnormal jealousy in different degrees. The publisher claims that this is the first book to considler the subject of jealousy in scientific as well as purely human terms. As a scientific treatise, it is inadequate in its analysis of the underlying causes of the jealousy illustrated. The author does, however, uncover some of the childhood influences and fears which appear to have contributed to the behavior of the patients. He limits his analysis to "non-psychotic" jealousy. However, many of his examples might fit well into the diagnosis of paranoid state. The author's advice on treatment is mainly the establishing of insight in the victim and, by explanation or psychotherapy, if medical treatment is sought, curing the patient of his delusional obsession. Tl~e author concludes that jealousy is a fundamental problem of man's maladjustment and that excessive jealousy may be cured if the cause can be detected. He states that the basis for jealousy is not love but sadism and masochism. The book is extremely interesting, and, if nothing else, the author proves that truth is stranger than fiction.
In the reviewer's copy, pages 129 through 160 were repeated. Wolcott Gibbs notes in the foreword to The Lonely Ones that there may be some doubt as to whether Steig is "a portrayer of subhumanity with its pants down," a social critic or a parochial humorist. He adds that the 46 drawings of this volume are a "pure investigation of the spirit." "Pure investigation of the unconscious" might be a better term. Both these volumes are archaic in the sense that Mayan sculpture and schizophrenia are archaic. Yet they are not schizophrenic in the sense of Dali. If there is mental disorder here, it is recognized consciously, expressed consciously and is under control.
This reviewer is indebted to Theodore Fredenburgh of the firm of Steig's publishers for the suggestion that The Lonely Ones in particular "may have a visual educational value to teachers in the field of abnormal psychology or psychiatry." The reviewer agrees without reservation that they would have very great value for such purposes. The sketch, "I Do Not Give Up Hope," is a perfect portrayal of catatonia; and Freud could not have improved on "My Trouble Is PUrely Organic," a figure with the organic seat of the trouble only too obvious--the umbilicus.
Persistent Faces is more of a social satire than its companion volume.
Rather than the frankly psychotic, it portrays the unpleasant abnormalities of the normal among us. Steig's use of symbolism amount to genius.
Information Please Almanac 1947. John Kieran, Editor. 1,014 pages with maps and index. Cloth. Doubleday and Company, Inc., and Garden City Publishing Co., Inc. New York. 1947. Price $2.00. This compact reference work is the result of years of planning and preparation by Dan Golenpaul Associates. Their aim was to present a volume which would not only be welt arranged, authoritative and easy to use but which would be well-written and entertaining as well. The choice of editor alone would warrant success in this project; and he had an extraordinarily able corps of assistants and contributors.
One may find in this book data ranging from the latitude and longitude of Garden City, Kansas, to the ring earnings of Joe Louis; and one may also find an able analysis in the "Strategical Summary of World War II" by Major George Fielding Eliot or brilliant literary criticism by Christopher Morley in reviewing America's books of 1946. This reviewer feels that future issues will be indispensable works for desk reference. This is another novel of the onset and full outbreak of mental disorder, which should not be construed as meaning "just another novel." It is told with insight and great feeling.
And Never
It is the story of the marriage of a neurotic newspaperman to a newspaperwoman whose own disorder had already reached the borderline of schizophrenia. It is told "after the fact;" that is, after the breakdown was complete. The flash-backs into Dan's and Evelyn's pasts suggest a record of material from the analytic couch. The great snow swept over the skyscrapers of New York and the whole northeastern quadrant of the country. It fell :and fell. It paralyzed the great city and the lesser cities. People died of starvation and of cold and of illnesses which there were no doctors to attend.
The Great
In the great country house of Ruston Cobb, he, his wife---who was less his wife than his mother his son, his frustrated sister-in-law and her frustrated casual lover, a drunken caretaker and a cook are snowed in by the great fall. Eventually there are also Ruston's daughter and the son of the caretaker, an army flyer. The two young people and the pilot's mother--the cook--are the only approximately normal characters in the book. The rest suffer from the great American neurosis. Not one of them has been weaned. Nolla Cobb and Beryl are the babies of a fearful witchmother. Ruston forever seeks the worshiped dead. Oedipus, Jocasta and Clytemnestra move freely through Ruston's unconscious under their own names. Beryl begs for the healing of "the sick cleft of her soul." In Ruston's effeminate son is the ultimate injury which the phallic mother can inflict on the male. There is agony, searching and finding, among those buried under the snow.
Mr. Robinson's prose is a delight. At times it reaches poetry, sometimes the sweep of Shakespeare's poetry. This is a re-issue, under a new title, of a book published in October 1940 under the title of :Your Mental Health. It is a contribution toward popular mental hygiene and the author states in a "discussion supplement" ac-~oox l~W~WS eompanying the new edition that the original edition was sold out in a short time but that re-issue was impossible during the war.
The present issue is an improvement in format and printing. It is a collection of case reports and explanatory material about the common mental ills, with emphasis on" those which are on the borderline between mental health and mental disease.
No doubt many persons will find it illuminating and helpful. Most of the cases reported have been published before in medical publications and others have been presented before medical societies. This reviewer thinks that a better book would have been possible if Dr. Liber had been more selective in the cases he presented to the general public. As it is, the reviewer suspects that many purchasers will have the same motive as the purchasers will have the same motive as the purchasers of Kraft-Ebing--will read the sensational reports and will neglect those which might be of value in guiding their own lives. This small book has as its background the actual five-day experience of the author, even though the characters and occurrences are fictitious.
Victor Blake (Luigi Creatore) came out of a movie theater one day and realized to his horror that he did not know who or where he was. The narrative goes on to tell of his experiences in a West Coast naval hospital in his attempt to regain his memory.
The story is told in the first person, which helps to make the author's predicament and its eventual solution much more plausible to the reader than ordinary third-person presentation. Science and Freedom. By L~AN BRYSON. 180 pages. Cloth. Columbia University Press. New York. 1947. Price $2.75. Dr. Bryson is well known as a teacher, author, lecturer, and radio speaker and an authority in social sciences. He has shown a great deal of curiosity about human beings and the world they live in.
In his latest book, Science and Freedom, he has taken the opportunity to express his ideas as to what kind of society we want and how it can be achieved.
By freedom, Dr. Bryson means that sufficient latitude should be granted each person as to his choice of a behavior-pattern, without being called an outlaw, an eccentric, or a Communist. He believes society is too rigid in its demands that each individual shall follow the same pattern, that free expression is not allowed and that freedom is denied. "A free society is one in which tl~re is a rich variety of normalities .
There are loud voices now crying that we have had too much science and are paying for it. 9 . . No one can with any authority say we have got worse except that having bigger machines, we can kill more people at a time and tell lies to greater numbers of willing fools. But the evil political creeds of today are the very denial of scientific morals in their myths and dogma. They are all regressions. No one culture group for any length of time has ever tried to create, by precise knowledge applied bravely to practical action, the conditions in which the spirit of man could realize its greatness. Societies have acted sometimes as if man could diminish himself by knowledge of himself and nature .... I have had much to say of freedom because it is a good that is genial to the method herein described of arriving at ideals. It is a good that can, by our calculus of a good society, be attained and perpetuated; it tends to maintain itself. But our thesis is that any other valid good can be reached for in the same way, by training men in the habits by which the good is enacted, by training them in loyalty to the institutions that make it possible, by persuading them to the changes that are later seen to be useful."
In general, Dr. Bryson's book expresses sound reasoning and is well written, but it is not an easy book to read unless one is accustomed to reading this type of philosophical expression. Dr. Sadler is well known for his many books and writings on psychiatric subjects. In this, his recent book, he attempts to explain psychiatric and psychological terms, symptoms and mechanisms in "plain English." He has succeeded in doing this for the book is good reading and is in the lan-guage of the average educated person. The book defines and describes, plainly and at length, nervous and emotional disorders, complexes, conflicts, repression, rationalization, transference, projections, dissociations, sublimation and dream work. It describes particularly the various psychoneuroses, and the psychoses are outlined briefly, One chapter is devoted to psychotherapy especially related to self-analysis but it is doubtful if this chapter will aid the neurotic person to solve his conflicts. The final chapter, "A Philosophy of Life," stresses the importance of religion and prayer in the development of a personal philosophy, relative to which Dr. Sadler states, "No treatment program will permanently benefit the average neurotic unless he develops a philosophy of life; such a scheme for living will prove far more helpful than many weary hours of psychic probing by the physician for sex slivers ....
Mental Mischief and Emotional
If it is absolutely necessary for the victim of nerves to find a vent for his feelings, prayer will prove a most successful and satisfactory one. Even when accompanied by weeping and wailing, prayer is certainly to be preferred to a hysterical outbreak or to a verbal explosion of raving and ranting ....
While recognizing the therapeutic value of prayer, without regard to the system of religious belief with which it may be associated, I am referring to it here with the thought of its being a part of practical Christian experience. In my opinion, prayer is a master mind cure, and personal religious experience is the highest and truest form of psychotherapy. There is no doubt that the religion of Jesus, when properly understood and truly experienced possesses power both to prevent and to cure numerous mental maladies, moral difficulties and personality disorders."
The Management of the Mind The introductory chapter states that the book was written to explain mental ills and the means of avoiding them. There is some question whether it actually accomplishes its objective since it would seem that advising a person that the ability to adjust to situations in conflict with one another is the solution to the prevention of mental ills, is a bit too superficial and not very helpful or satisfying to one who has already tried to adjust to situations and failed. It is true that one of the first symptoms of mental illness is tension and that tension is relieved if the person can find "comfort or peace of mind." But how? Dr. Harrington advises that this is done by making an adjustment through the finding of the stimulus and the finding of the "best possible way of dealing With this stimulus." He says that we can deal with the disturbing stimulus by " (1)accomplishment, (2) withdrawal, (3) modification of thought, (4) modification of expression, (5) disabling the machine" through the use of drugs or physical illness. In addition, there must be a "shaping of environment to fit the organism" and a "shaping of the organism to fit the environment."
It is generally agreed that these basic points are true, but unfortunately Dr. Harrington has failed to present any new ideas or methods for the prevention or treatment of mental illness. This is a story of the varied daily lives of a group of people living in a small apartment house in Sunnyside.
Miss Goertz, repatriated from Japan on the Gripsholm in 1943, was too ill to return to her home in the south and rented a small apartment in Flushing. Her book is authentic Sunnyside and even more authentic Flushing--if busses run to the Bliss Street station something new has been added to Sunnyside. This is a study of the vicissitudes and the emotionM development of some very real human beings. Miss Goertz' Mrs. Marsan may have been something of a busybody but she would have made a good psychiatrist. In The Mind and Heart of Love, Father D'Arey has summarized the writings of the most famous philosophers and writers, both ancient and modern, in an effort to show that the two aspects of love, Eros and Agape are not antagonistic but complimentary. After a somewhat exhaustive r~sum5 of these writings, he arrives at the conclusion held by many psychiatrists and philosophers of this day--that we cannot experience one aspect of love without the presence of the other. Father D'Arcy holds that none of the various definitions of Eros and Agape, as human love and divine love, selfish and selfless love, masculine and feminine, etc., etc., exactly fit the facts, but he fails to give a very clear definition of either.
It may be comforting to know that the entertainment of selfish motive does not necessarily involve the loss of all unselfish motives and that self-respect and self-surrender are not necessarily completely mutually exclusive; however, in spite of the many beautiful and subiime passages throughout the book, the synthesis seems somewhat unsatisfactory. This is a difficult book for the average person to read since it is involved and repetitious.
The World of Dreams. Edited by Ralph L. Woods. 947 pages. Cloth.
Random House. New York. 1947. Price $5.00. Mr. Woods has compiled from the lay and medical literature a volume which will undoubtedly become a standard reference work on the whole subject of dreams.
Starting from the dream beliefs of savage and primitive peoples as recorded by many generations of anthropologists, the editor has selected writings on dreams and the theory of their interpretation from remote to modern times. His headings include Oriental and pagan dreams, theological and metaphysical dreams, philosophical dreams, dreams of the occult and of spiritualism, of history and legend, medicine and science.
There are excellent selections from the medical theories of dreams from the time of Rufus of Ephesus to the dreams of narco-analysis. There are 53 pages devoted to pre-Freudian dream studies, 136 to those of the Freud-Jan and Jungian schools and their followers, and 40 to the anti-Freudians. There are, in addition, many papers in other sections of the book which are interpreted from the Freudian point of view. Excerpts from Freud's own writings cover 47 pages and Freudians contributing to the anthology include Coriat, Brill, Ernest Jones and Karl Menninger.
The reader of the literature of dreams will regret the many omissions imposed by dire necessity. For instance, this reviewer would have liked to have seen included Paul Federn's "Dream Under General Anesthesia" and something on telepathic dreams, of the existence of which he has seen convincing evidence. This is a splendid anthology, attractively printed and competently edited. It is a desk reference work to delight any student of the subject.
Mr. Bremble's Buttons. By DonoTnY LANGLEY. 186 pages. Cloth. Simon and Schuster. New York. 1947. Price $2.75. Mr. Bremble is a mild and submissive little man with a secret collection of buttons--each endowed with a personality--a great compassion for suffering humanity, a job where he is humiliated and bullied, and a wife and a mother-in-law both of whom should have been strangled at birth. God is Mr. Bremble's personal friend and they often discuss matters together, which is a great source of comfort to Mr. Bremble. This story has depth and reality. It is also light and whimsical, which is a strange description of the onset of a psychosis, and that is what the tale of Mr. Bremble's buttons is.
One feels that Mr. Bremble had a thoroughly good time becoming psychotic and that he will continue to enjoy life in his derangement. The story should be entertaining reading for those who see only too much of the misery involved in withdra~val from reality and much too little of the humor which is so rarely ~nvolved in it. The publisher has included in a single volume the two last manuscripts to come from the pen of It. G. Wells. M~nd at the End of Its Tether presents a senile, pessimistic, and at times morose, Wells. Man is doomed and he can only regress and deteriorate from now on, to be replaced by a more advanced form of life. Wells ]ea~ves only one possibility to avoid this, the hope that lies in our youth. He castigates religious bodies for their degrading of the family institution. All in all, he paints a rather hopeless picture of man's future.
Mind at the End of Its
The Happy Turning contains an account of Wellsian ideas put forth in the form of a series of dreams as a means of escape from a war-torn world. The dreams reiterate Wells' well-known athiestic ideas. Wells finally places his divine belief in the thnelessness of beauty, what he calls the "deathless finality of beauty." He states that even in literature there is no permanence in reality but only in beauty. Mr. Wells says that Mind at tl~e ,End of Its Tether contains the quintessence of all he has to say, representing a r~sum~ of his thoughts and writings.
It is felt by the reviewer that this volume represents the thoughts of H. G. Wells just prior to his death on August 13, 1946 and reveals a senile, disgruntled, disappoin~;ed H. G. Wel/s, disappointed with mankind and prophesying only ill and disaster. The books are interesting reading for students of philosophy. It is of more than considerable interest to the student of dynamic psychology because the policies of the three principal papers operated by Colonel McCormick, the late Captain Patterson and Eleanor Patterson --that is, the Chicago Tribune, the New York Daily News and the Washington Times Herald--have run so counter to what most Americans consider the truth and the national interest that irrational motivation is a natural suspicion. What this possible motivation is and how it operates is very skillfully traced by John Tebbel, who was for a long time a working newspaperman himself.
The climax of the contest which Tebbel calls "McCormick vs. the United States," was Stanley Johnston's Chicago Tribune story, disclosing confidential information about the Battle of Midway, which in Mr. Tebbel's words "was a tip-off to the Japs that we had broken their communications code." Why the Japs never realized this is still a mystery. The eolonel's Anglophobia, zenophobia and his fanatical attacks on Roosevelt and the New Deal are chronicled competently and objectively. The similar courses of Captain Patterson and his sister, "Cissy," also receive adequate attention.
A short paragraph should be cited from Mr. Tebbel's conclusion: "When we come down to the present generation, however, there is little that can be said to the family credit, or at least to the credit of its three principal figures. The chief indictment against the family is that its members used their newspapers as political weapons to advance their own prejudices and opinions. Moreover, these newspapers, with their total circulation of nearly five million, were used at a time of national peril to advocate ideas which, it can be argued, were not in the public interest."
The reader who follows the chronicle which leads to this conclusion may use his own judgment as to how much of the motivation was not subject to reason.
